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ABSTRACT
Human brains, dramatically more complex than anything else in the
known universe, are marvelously mutable. Recent neuroscience
focuses on how humans create cumulative transmissible cultures
which in turn shape mental development. When cultures become
literate, cognitive powers escalate. Although until recently only a
comparative few learned to read and write, this takes place with
the serendipitous re-use of pattern recognizing capacities, such as
those for recognizing faces. With sustained reading diligence, as
required during education in science, philosophy, and theology,
this results in advanced cognitive skills.
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Literate humans can display serendipitous reading skills. This recent discovery in neuro-
science is of considerable philosophical interest. We here will connect accounts in the
neuroscience of plasticity in human minds with increased powers of cognitive comprehen-
sion in highly educated scholars. This continues and elaborates several decades of disco-
vering how remarkable and complex are all human minds, those of more ordinary people
as well, across their span of life from infancy to senior citizens.
These new skills may, in some circumstances, contribute to the survival of the fittest.
The better readers rear successfully more children, who graduate from college more
often. But the arrival of these more fit does not depend on any genetic change. Rather
it depends on a culturally arising neural re-use in those cultures where advanced education
into reading skills is possible. The careers of both these better readers and their children
are not fully “preformed” in their genetics. Having good genes is necessary but not
sufficient for this outcome. An advanced form of cultural inheritance is required that
opens up an environment with new linguistic visual possibility space, which must be
taken advantage of by these new beneficiaries.
Desiring and cultivated these advanced reading skills, beyond any contribution to the
survival of the fittest, will frequently follow an intrinsic interest in the deeper questions
themselves—the search for the Higgs boson, dark energy, for divinity, the origins of the
cosmos, of life, or cultural neuroplasticity. This quest may continue across decades
during which child-bearing and rearing is a past stage in one’s life. Or it may be
present in those who have chosen a childless career, such as monks and nuns.
1. Neuroplasticity
First, we should recall discoveries of generic neuroplasticity, as the background against
which these discoveries of cultural neural re-use must be set. Humans have hyperimmense
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brains. In the 1500 cc. of human neural networks, there is more operational organization
than anywhere else on Earth, or in the universe so far as is known. Humans have lived in
cultures for perhaps a million years, during which time they have reproduced across thou-
sands of generations. There is every reason to expect that over these millennia, those
humans will do best reproductively who do best culturally; and vice versa, that a genotype
will be selected to produce a culturally congenial phenotype. So there is gene-culture co-
evolution. If, as Aristotle put it, man is a political animal (Politics I, 2, 1253a), then human
nature will be adapted for social life. Humans will have a range of motivations, incli-
nations, propensities, emotions that equip them for living in the culture.
Apparently, the best strategy for slow-paced genes that need to succeed in more rapidly
developing cultures is not to build a relatively inflexible mind whose pace and preferences
are genetically biased for this or that culture, but to build flexible minds that can make
preferences independently of genetic bias. The mind may need some dispositional
“modules” for generic behaviors (picking mates, helping family, obeying parents, being
suspicious of strangers, or dealing with non-cooperators by ostracizing them, or preferring
savannah type landscapes). But equally the genes will produce teachable, open, critical
minds that can evaluate cultural options for their functional usefulness and for their con-
tribution to a meaningful life. The direction of selection in humans, as evidenced by their
enormous potential for diverse cultures (from those of the Neanderthals to a high-tech
computer age), all of which require intelligence in various roles, will then select for an
unspecialized intellect with open educable capacity. The resulting brain is quite plastic,
forging properties enabled by our genes, but shaped by our experience, environmental,
and social. Newborns from one culture are regularly transferred to, reared and educated
in another culture—and succeed quite well. In the vocabulary of neuroscience, we have
“mutable maps” in our cortical representations, formed and re-formed by our deliberated
changes in thinking and resulting behaviors.
For example, with the decision to play the violin well, and resolute practice, young
string musicians alter the synaptic connections and thereby the structural configuration
of their brains to facilitate fingering the strings with one arm and drawing the bow with
the other.1 Likewise, musicians enhance their hearing sensitivity to tones, enlarging the
relevant auditory cortex by 25% compared with non-musicians.2 Musicians attune their
brains the better to deal with their tunes.
With the decision to become a taxi driver in London, and long experience driving about
the city, drivers likewise alter their brain structures, devoting more space to navigation-
related skills than non-taxi drivers have. Taxi drivers drive their brains into better
shape for driving around the city. “There is a capacity for local plastic change in the struc-
ture of the healthy adult human brain in response to environmental demands.”3 Similarly,
researchers have found that “the structure of the human brain is altered by the experience
of acquiring a second language.”4 Or by learning to juggle.5
The human brain is as open as it is wired up. Our minds shape our brains. We form a
synaptic self; synapses and experiential self are reciprocal processes. One can say that
finding differing locations in the brain where differing kinds of mental activities takes
place is evidence for the physical basis of our mental activities. This is true. But another
way to interpret the same evidence is that our mental decisions to become a violin
player, taxi driver, or learn a second language re-allocate brain locations to new functions
in support of these decisions. Violin players, taxi drivers, jugglers use highly localized areas
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of the brain. But other skills, such as gaining a higher education, are more pervasively dis-
tributed. The authors of a leading neuroscience text use the violin players as an icon for us
all, and conclude: “It is likely that this is an exaggerated version of a continuous mapping
process that goes on in everyone’s brain as their life experiences vary.”6 We have little
apparatus to measure such more global synaptic changes, but every reason to think
they are there.7
Minds employ and reshape their brains to facilitate their chosen ideologies and life-
styles. Our ideas, ideals, and our practices configure and re-configure our own sponsoring
brain structures. We neuroimage blood brain flow to find that such thoughts can re-shape
the brains in which they arise. This, in turn, can affect bodily behavior. Michael Merzenich,
a neuroscientist, reports his increasing appreciation of “what is the most remarkable
quality of our brain: its capacity to develop and to specialize its own processing machinery,
to shape its own abilities, and to enable, through hard brainwork, its own achievements.”8
Enlarging this flexibility in individual minds, we must also recognize that such self-
development requires an appropriate and enriching cultural context.
We owe our success to our uniquely developed ability to learn from others. This capacity
enables humans to gradually accumulate information across generations and develop well-
adapted tools, beliefs, and practices that are too complex for any single individual to
invent during their lifetime.9
The key point is that, in the case of humans and of the evolutionary history of the genus
Homo at least, the environment is also, importantly, the cultural environment.… Functional
rearrangements of brain circuits can be triggered by repeated external stimuli deriving from
cultural practices requiring specific education and training.10
Human culture is cumulative—that is, it develops and becomes more and more complex by
building on the knowledge and cultures of previous individuals and groups over generations.
…Over time cumulative culture results in cultural traits (e.g. behavior patterns, artefacts, tra-
ditions) that are more complex than one individual could have invented alone.11
“Culture provides the impetus for new tools of many different kinds–whether calculating,
playing the piano, reading right to left, or speaking Arabic.”12 We inherit this endowment.
Humans have a double-level orienting system: one in the genes, shared with animals in
considerable part; another in the mental world of ideas, as this flowers forth from mind,
for which there is really no illuminating biological analogue. Humans live under what
Peter Richerson and Robert Boyd call a dual inheritance system. They find “that the exist-
ence of human culture is a deep evolutionary mystery on a par with the origins of life
itself.” “Human societies are spectacular anomaly in the animal world.”13 The genesis of
culture is as remarkable as the genesis in nature; it is nature’s most remarkable genesis.
The genes outdo themselves. The central idea is that acquired social knowledge and behav-
ior is learned and transmitted from person to person, by one generation teaching another.
Humans learn what they realize others know; they employ these ideas and resulting
behaviors; they evaluate, test, and modify them, and, in turn, teach what they know to
others, including the next generation. Ideas pass from mind to mind, in large part
through the medium of language, with such knowledge and behavior resulting in a
greatly rebuilt, or cultured, environment. “Culture” is “the driving force of human cogni-
tion.”14 Humans live in a “cultural niche.” There is a “ratchet effect,” more so in cultures
with writing. The human transition in such cultures is exponential, non-linear, reaching
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extraordinary epistemic powers through the inheritance of ongoing and upbuilding
cultures.
Humans are born with under-developed brains (with great possibilities) and take two
decades to grow up (neoteny).15 Children require many years of parental care and are long
educated in a highly social, particular cultural environment. This permits both the gradual
development of the brain circuits that support their cognitive capacities and their exposure
to diverse challenges and possibilities within their environments as they mature. “Humans
are unique in the nature of their sociality, ecological adaptations, and, most importantly, in
complete reliance on culture as the extrasomatic, transgenerationally transmitted behav-
ioral adaptation.”16 Genes and culture co-evolve.
Eventually, so far as there is still adaptive selection, the variation on which selection acts
does not arise in the genes, but in the mind, ideational variation not mutations in DNA.
The selection, if it remains at times natural selection (more offspring in the next gener-
ation) passes over into ideational, cultural selection (Einstein over Newton, Jesus trans-
forming Judaism). Further, as already noted, this mental, ideational searching is driven
by an intrinsic interest in the deeper questions themselves.
So we know that neuroplasticity makes education possible, including higher education,
provided that there is a cultural opportunity. Students taking an under-graduate college
degree are re-mapping their minds, the more so if they continue with a graduate
degree. Presumably too (and allowing for outlying genius), they can do this better in
the better universities, which both make available the knowledge inherited from centuries
of cumulative transmissible culture and offer a contemporary research-oriented and open
environment.
2. Cultural Neural Re-Use
We advance to the idea of cultural neural re-use. Here existing brain circuitry, already
serving cognitive functions is commandeered, co-opted, and re-used (at least in significant
part) to serve novel cognitive functions. New brain networks are formed as one acquires a
new cultural ability. The re-used region will already be networked with other regions of the
cortex and, upon the novel use, these networked connections will also be re-configured.
This is a novel form of flexibility, involving neural creative serendipity or exaptation.
David Anderson concludes:
It is quite common for neural circuits established for one purpose to be exapted
(exploited, recycled, redeployed) during evolution or normal development, and be put
to different uses, often without losing their original functions. Neural reuse theories
thus differ from the usual understanding of the role of neural plasticity (which is, after
all, a kind of reuse) in brain organization along the following lines: According to
neural reuse, circuits can continue to acquire new uses after an initial or original function
is established.17
For example, studies find that the same neural capacities used for manipulating one’s
fingers prove also to be useful when a child learns numbers and starts math (beginning
with counting on her fingers).18
Previously learned neural networks, typically still retaining those functions, are now re-
modelled in part to provide neural space for new functions. There are training-induced
modifications in the brain as novel skills are acquired.
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Francesco d’Errico and Ivan Colagè conclude:
Cultural exaptation refers to the reuse of previously devised cultural features for new pur-
poses. Cultural neural reuse refers to cases in which exposure to cultural practices induces
the formation, activation, and stabilization of new functional and/or structural brain net-
works during the individual lifespan.… Repeated cycles of cultural exaptation, development
of appropriate strategies of cultural transmission, and ensuing cultural neural reuse represent
the fundamental mechanism that has regulated the cultural evolution of our lineage.19
Such practices will involve information transfer through intentional storage and teaching,
dedicated training, behavioral copying, often using novel instruments and tools. Language
will be used for engaging in conversation, giving directives, asking questions. Printed
language (with figures and illustrations) will add dramatic new powers to this cybernetic,
cognitive process.
3. Visual Word-Form Re-Use
Humans are quite good at recognizing patterns, with obvious survival benefits. I can recog-
nize the face of my wife among the seven billion persons on Earth. Recent studies in neuro-
science indicate that readers re-use pattern recognition skills already present, well developed
in facial recognition, some of which are now redeployed for written language recognition.
Further, with intensive training and practice in learning to read and write, as is done by
skilled scholars in fields such as literature, science, philosophy, and theology, this can be
honed into advanced powers for comprehension, beyond those of ordinary readers.
The invention of writing is interpreted as a case of cultural exaptation of previous devices to
record information, in use since at least the Early Later Stone Age and the beginning of the
Upper Paleolithic (44,000 years before present). The measurable changes in brain structure
and functioning caused by learning to read are proposed as an exemplar case of cultural
neural reuse.20
“We choose to focus on the brain substrates for reading ability… as several studies in
the last two decades have gathered clear evidence for the effectiveness of such a cultural
practice in shaping the brain phenotype.”21
Such re-use is thought to feature what is called the “visual word form area” (VWFA), a
specific brain region of the left ventral occipito-temporal cortex used during the process of
reading acquisition.22 Reading accurately and with facility requires that this area be prop-
erly functioning, as shown by both fMRI imaging23 and studies of injured patients.24
So far as we know, anything we might call reading appeared in Mesopotamia about
6000 years ago. For thousands of years, only a small fraction of the population in any
culture learned to read and write. This cultural elite developed specialized abilities,
enabling more advanced language processing, metaphorical thinking, reading or numer-
acy. “Part of human cortex is specialized for cultural domains such as reading and arith-
metic, whose invention is too recent to have influenced the evolution of our species.…
Cultural inventions invade evolutionarily older brain circuits and inherit many of their
structural constraints.” This involves
the reuse, in the course of evolution, of an ancient biological mechanism in a completely
different role. In cultural learning, however, this reuse obviously does not involve any
genetic reshuffling, but occurs during the life span as a result of brain plasticity.25
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Reading is therefore a perfect case of cultural neural reuse.… It is not the outcome of genetic
evolution but mainly the consequence of ontogenetic exposure to an articulate cultural strat-
egy transmitted through teaching.… The Visual Word Form Area (VWFA) as an area for
reading exploits a very specific brain region (the VWFA) evolved for other functional pur-
poses such as object and face recognition.26
When reading, one recognizes familiar words immediately. Less familiar words, perhaps rarely
seen, or longer words, which onemay have to pronounce in one’s mind to hear the phonology,
take more time. These processes take place in different, though nearby areas of the brain. Some
doubt whether this area is localized enough to be tabbed a VWFA, without denying that there
is neural re-use. “Reading evokes activation in a distributed set of regions.”27
Widespread literacy is only a few centuries old, so these must be culturally acquired
skills re-configuring previous uses when persons are challenged with the dynamic possi-
bilities of reading. Interestingly, in whatever the reading and writing system, whether
Chinese, Japanese, French, or English, these same neural areas are re-used in diverse
writing systems, with some local variations.28 This is also true even when individuals
blind from birth learn to read Braille.29
This redeployment is at times by using metaphor. For example, living a life is like taking
a journey; we stretch the experience of a journey into thinking about how we live life-doing
so using the same neural region for both. We think of increasing numbers by putting them
in a lengthening line-reusing the same neural processes.30 But we often use the same
neural region to think about concepts that are not metaphorically related, such as language
and music, or the words on signs on buildings to the actual building and activities within
it, or language and Braille dots.
This re-use should appear in all those whose jobs require steady reading such as
accountants and elementary school teachers. That will be true, but philosophers and theo-
logians are avid readers who will learn to read and recall stored texts more rapidly in order
to formulate and evaluate arguments. Mature readers can read extremely fast, up to 200
words per minute. They can scan several pages quickly to see whether there is anything
likely to be useful in their current research.
Well at least the accountants and elementary school teachers are successful. They get
the books balanced and the school children learn to read and write. Those philosophers
and theologians, keen readers though they may be, remain in endless arguments and
never settle anything. True again, but they are addressing the deepest questions. And
some things do get settled between scientists, philosophers, and theologians. There is a
widespread consensus for instance that the sciences, whatever their impressive successes
with facts, laws, theories, are not competent alone to address the ethical and deeper
value questions they may raise. There is widespread consensus that philosophers and theo-
logians today are no longer credible, whatever their inherited metaphysics and dogmas,
until they have addressed issues that the contemporary natural and social sciences raise.
There is widespread consensus that one ought to respect life, and human autonomy
and dignity. We have considerable responsibility to make such increased reading oppor-
tunities available to those in presently less fortunate circumstances.
In terms of the “bridges” metaphor of the Center for Theology and the Natural
Sciences, these surprising discoveries in the neurosciences could have gone either way
from theology to science or from science to theology. In fact, this research started when
neuroscientists noticed that some injured or diseased patients were deficient in reading
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skills. But it might have been that the philosophers or theologians said, “Hey, we are
experiencing quite advanced reading skills developing over persistent diligence in
reading. You neurologists should look around and see if you can find out what is going
on in our brains.” Maybe thoughtful theologians can yet give them some tips about
what serendipitous surprises the neurologists should look for next.
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